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Curriculum Overview – PHYSICS 

 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 
Forces  

In this unit on Forces, 

students will revise the 

concepts of forces and their 

effects and extend their 

knowledge of friction, 

gravity and springs. These 

ideas are presented using a 

theme of outdoor sports, such 

as climbing and mountain 

biking, to link to ideas about 

forces, friction and pressure. 
 

Sound  

Students will explore how 

sounds are transmitted and 

detected; some uses of sound 

and compares sound waves 

with waves on the surface of 

water. 
 

 

 

Light  

Students will revise work 

from KS2 on light, which is 

then extended to consider 

how light travels and what 

happens when it meets an 

object. Students will become 

familiar with concepts of 

reflection, refraction and 

colour. They will also look at 

how a camera works. The 

unit on periodic table 

develops students’ 

Energy 

Students will learn the 

concept of energy by looking 

at food as the source of 

energy for our body. They 

are introduced to different 

energy stores and ways of 

energy transfer. Learners will 

become familiar with 

renewable and non-

renewable energy resources 

 

Electricity  

Student will look at the 

measurement of current; and 

how it behaves in series and 

parallel circuits. Various 

models for thinking about 

what is happening in circuits 

are explored, and the unit 

concludes by looking at how 

we use electricity safely. 
Magnetism 

Students are introduced to 

Magnets and Magnetic fields 

they use iron filings to show 

field lines and understand the 

concept of magnetic fields. 

They also link the knowledge 

about circuits to understand 

what Electromagnets are and 

how they can be used. 

CP1 Motion 

In this unit, students are 

introduced to fundamental 

physics quantities, which are 

divided into two groups: scalars 

and vectors, depending on the 

necessity of direction to the 

quantities. Students will find out 

how to measure distance, 

displacement and time, and use 

these to calculate speed, velocity 

and accelerations. Students 

conclude this topic by learning 

how to represent changes in 

distance moved and speeds on 

graphs. 
 
CP2 Forces and Motion 

Students are introduced to some 

of the most important physical 

laws, Newton's laws of motion. 

Students learn how this 

relatively simple model 

accurately predicts the motions 

and forces of objects. Students 

will learn how to apply these 

laws to real life scenarios, such 

as vehicle stopping distances. 

This unit incorporates a 

compulsory core practical on 

Newton’s Second Law of 

Motion, rate of change of 

momentum which leads to 

F=ma. 

 

CP4 Waves 

Work covered in Year 8 is extended 

and students learn about wave 

characteristics and how waves 

transfer both energy and information. 

They Use ray diagrams to explain 

reflection, refraction and Total 

internal reflection. This unit 

incorporates a compulsory core 

practical: investigating wave speed 

using a ripple tank and a frequency 

App on students’ mobile phones. In  

That the waves transfer energy and 

information 

How to describe the characteristics of 

waves 

How speed of a wave is related to its 

frequency and wavelength 

How the speed of a wave is related to 

the time, it takes to travel a certain 

distance. 

How waves are refracted at 

boundaries between different 

materials. 

 
CP5 Light and the Electromagnetic 

spectrum 

Students learn about the waves on 

the electromagnetic spectrum in 

detail including its uses and 

harmful effects. They also have to 

understand some common 

properties of E-M waves. This 

unit incorporates compulsory a 

core practical investigating 

CP7 Energy – Forces doing work. 

Students will learn more about how 

forces can transfer energy. Students 

will also learn about force fields (such 

as those found in magnetism) and how 

to use vector diagrams to work out 

what happens when several different 

forces act on an object at the same 

time. This topic dovetails and with 

work done in Year 9 on Energy, as 

well as synthesising work on Motion 

and Forces. 
 

CP8 Forces and their effects 

Students will learn more about how 

forces can transfer energy. Students 

will also learn about force fields (such 

as those found in magnetism) and how 

to use vector diagrams to work out 

what happens when several different 

forces act on an object at the same 

time. This topic dovetails and with 

work done in Year 9 on Energy, as 

well as synthesising work on Motion 

and Forces. 

 (H) how to use vectors diagrams to 

work out the effects of forces on an 

object. 
 

CP9 Electricity and Circuits 

Extending on work done in Year 7 on 

Electric circuits, students learn how to 

develop a more sophisticated 

understanding of current, potential 

difference and resistance, and how 
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understanding of matter, 

atoms and chemical and 

physical change. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

About Newton’s Laws and 

Motion 

How to calculate the weight of 

an object from its mass 

About the factors the affect the 

stopping distance of a vehicle 

About the dangers of large 

decelerations. 

 

(H) How to calculate 

momentum and apply ideas 

about momentum to collisions. 

 

 
CP3 Conservation of Energy 

That temperature differences 

lead to energy transfers. 

How energy can be transferred 

by conduction, convection and 

radiation. 

Ways of reducing energy 

transferred by heating. 

The energy is conserved. 

Ways in which energy can be 

stored and transferred. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

refraction of light through a glass 

block. 
 

 

CP6 Radioactivity 

Students explore the sub-atomic 

world and identify why isotopes 

occur and what leads to 

radioactivity. They discover the 

types of radiation emitted by 

unstable nuclides through teacher 

lead practical demonstration of 

radioactive decay. 
 

 

 

 

these behave in series and parallel 

circuits by underpinning definitions on 

the movement of charge. Students 

learn about how electricity is supplied 

and used in different circuits 

 

 

CP10 Magnetism and Motor Effect 

CP11 Electromagnetic induction 

Building on the foundation of 

knowledge laid down in the previous 

unit on Electricity, students will learn 

about magnetic fields and 

electromagnetism. The will understand 

how magnetic effects are used to 

produce forces and to change the 

voltage of electricity supplies through 

electromagnetic induction. 
 

 

 (H) how a current can be induced in a 

wire and the factors that affect it. 

(H) how to calculate the size of the 

force on a wire carrying a current in a 

magnetic field. 

(H) how to work out the direction of 

the force on a wire carrying a current 

in a magnetic field. 
 

CP12 Particle model 

Building on ideas introduced in Year 

7, students learn about he particle 

model (kinetic theory) to explain 

properties of matter. They synthesise 

their knowledge learned in the energy 

and electricity units to help them 

understand the energy changes 

involved when a substance changes 

temperature and/or state. This unit 
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incorporates compulsory core 

practicals: calculating densities of 

substances, and calculating the specific 

heat capacity of water. 
 

CP13 Forces and Matter 

Extending on the previous unit, 

students model and experiment 

with elastic and inelastic distortion of 

springs. They look at the relationship 

between force and extension and the 

work done (energy transferred) in 

stretching a spring. This unit 

incorporates a compulsory core 

practical investigating Hooke’s law 

with springs. 


